Daily Preparation Series
MORNING ROUTINE

I HATED EVERY MINUTE OF TRAINING, BUT
I SAID, ‘DON’T QUIT. SUFFER NOW AND
LIVE THE REST OF YOUR LIFE A CHAMPION.
— Muhammad Ali

Welcome to the Daily Preparation Series: Morning Routine. Outlined in this
document are the exact steps you need to take to ensure your body and your mind
are operating at peak efficiency when you start your day. It’s the exact routine that
I personally use on myself as well as all my athletes who are looking to go from
average to great.
This routine should be done every single morning right when you wake up. Let me
repeat that again - every single morning. In order to become a great athlete you
have to be willing to do what the majority of people won’t and you need to do it
consistently.
There are going to be times when you wake up and you feel tired, you feel
unmotivated, or you simply just don’t want to do it, but this is when you need to dig
deep. By starting your day on a positive note, you will see huge improvements in
how you feel, think, and move throughout the day that will translate to all areas of
your life.
Please start by watching the video below (or in the member’s area) to make sure
you know how to properly perform each movement. It might seem slow at first,
but over time you will begin to remember the sequence and it will become easier
to do in a short amount of time. Let’s dive in.

l Click here to watch the video
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STEP 1
STEP 2

Drink 16oz Glass Of Water
Feet Rollouts - 1-2 Minutes

INSTRUCTIONS: Take a lacrosse ball, golf ball, tennis ball, etc. and spend
1-2 minutes “massaging” your feet by standing and rolling the ball around
on the ground. There is no set pattern to follow, simply try to hit all the tender
areas of your foot.

STEP 3

5x5x5 Focused Breathing - 3 Minutes

INSTRUCTIONS: To start, sit upright on the edge of a bed. Place your hands
around the sides of your stomach, close your lips, and place your tongue
on the roof of your mouth. Breathe in through your nose for 5 seconds and
pull the air down into your stomach where your hands are (try to spread your
fingers apart with your breath). Once you have taken in all the air you can, hold
it in for 5 seconds. After the time is up, slowly exhale your breath out your
nose for 5 seconds. Repeat this sequence of deep breaths for
3 minutes.

STEP 4

Gyroscope Series - Shoulders

 Exercise 1 Neck Pack and Release Flexion and Extension - 10 Reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Relax your shoulders and hang your arms beside your body.
Drop your chin down into flexion and pack tension in the bottom position, hold
for a few seconds then release and reverse the movement
into extension by dropping your head back and packing tension again
for a few seconds.
 Exercise 2 Neck Circles - Pack Corner Release - 6 total reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Drop your chin down and in the bottom position then
complete 3 circles around the neck to both your right and left side.
 Exercise 3 Arm Circles - 20 reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Start with your arms up, with the hands aligned with the
shoulders and palms facing down. Then you’re going to pack – retract and
pinch your shoulder blades together while making a fist with your hands.
Maintain this posture and circle your arms for 20 reps both forward and
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backwards. When you switch to Backwards circles rotate your palms
so they are facing up but still keep your hands closed in a fist.
 Exercise 4 Elbow Curls - 10 reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Start with your hands behind your head. Pack and retract
the shoulder blades together, hold for 2 seconds, then release and reverse
the movement forward.Hold this for 2 seconds and repeat the process.
 Exercise 5 Shoulder Roll - 10 sets each way for 20 total reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Rise the shoulder and pack them up towards the ears,
then roll them back and down while packing and retracting in the back
position. Hold for 2 seconds and release all the way back around to
the start position.

STEP 5

Gyroscope Series - Mid Thoracic Spine

 Exercise 1 Cat-Cow - 10 reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Hang your hands by your sides then pack and roll
the shoulder forward and hold for 2 seconds. Release the tension and
reverse the movement by rolling the shoulders backwards while you retract.
Pack and pinch the shoulder blades together in the backside and repeat
this process.
 Exercise 2 Pack Corners - 10 total reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Roll the shoulder forward then circling the mid thoracic
area 5 times around both clockwise and counterclockwise.
 Exercise 3 GOATA Side Bends - 20 total reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Bend to one side of the body and (make sure to pack
in the bottom position), hold for 2 seconds then release to the other side.

STEP 6

Gyroscope Series - Hips

 Exercise 1 Pack Corner Hip Circles - 20 total reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Start off in a narrow base (Feet Fist distance apart)
and then pack and pull the hips forward, and then rotate around in a circle
10 times. Then reverse the movement in the opposite direction for an oil
additional 10 reps.
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 Exercise 2 Standing Hip Circles - 40 reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Lift one leg off the ground. (The other leg should have
a slight bend in it.) Rotate the leg inwards by pointing the foot towards the
body without rotating or collapsing at the hips. Next rotate the leg outwards
by pointing the foot away from the body. (again without rotating or collapsing
at the hips.) Once finished keep the leg suspended in the air in front of you
and rotate the leg into internal rotation so the foot is pointing inwards and
complete 10 reps clockwise and counterclockwise. Once complete bring the
leg to the side of the body and do another 10 reps while keeping the leg in
internal rotation. Next, bring the leg behind you and do another 10 reps.
Once we completed all angles we finished off by bringing the leg back
Infront and driving the knee up and performing 10 reps.
REMEMBER: Move this movement slow and controlled, the movement
so be coming only from the hip. Try and keep your body relatively straight.
Once finished, repeat the same series on the side leg so you don’t create
an imbalance.
 Exercise 3 Hip Hinges - 20 reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Bend your knees slightly and start with your hips back
2 inches behind the rib cage to reinforce back chain dominance. Hinge
over and push your hips back until you feel a strength in the hamstring.
Keep a long-decompressed spine and then pull your hips back to
the start position.
 Exercise 4 45-degree Pressure Wave Squat Flow
INSTRUCTIONS: Place the feet fist distance apart, while lifting your
heels off the ground and emphasizing the weight onto the outside edge
of the foot which is your pivot point energy system. Make sure to keep the
inside ankle bones high throughout. Once you have everything taken care of,
squat down to parallel while creating a bow in your legs (knee caps pointing
22.5 degrees out and away from the body.) To get back to the starting
position pivot and rotate the foot so that the heels point away from the body.
This will send the pressure wave from out to in. Flow back and forth through
this movement for 20 reps.
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REMEMBER: one huge tip is to always reset the feet so the big toe and
2nd toe are always pointed straight ahead as you so the heels do not point
inwards when you lower down. This movement works the innate movement
pattern of the body but also internal rotation to help restore fluidity and
mobility of the rotatory action of the hip.

STEP 7

Gyroscope Series - Ankles

 Exercise 1 Pack and Release Flexion and Extension 10 sets per side 20 total reps
INSTRUCTIONS: Pull one leg up towards the chest. If you have a hard time
balancing lay on your back and follow the same instructions. Hold the leg
in place firmly. Initiate the movement by packing and lifting the foot up into
dorsiflexion and hold for 2 seconds. Followed by releasing and packing
the foot long into plantar flexion and holding for 2 seconds.
 Exercise 2 Pack Corner Ankle Circles
INSTRUCTIONS: Start in the same position as the last movement.
Pack the foot up into dorsiflexion and then circle 5 times clockwise
and then reverse the movement and circle 5 times counter clockwise.

